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UNIT-1: GROWTH OF INDUSTRIES: ROURKELA STEEL PLANT AND
ODISHA SPONGE IRON LTD.
Structure:
1.1 Learning Objectives
1.2 Introduction
1.3 History of industrial growth in Odisha
1.4 Rourkela steel plant the modern Konark of Odisha
1.4 Role of Odisha Sponge iron ltd.
1.5 Let us Sum up
1.6 Probable questions
1.1 LEATRNING OBJECTIVES:








Role of industries for the development of economy of Odisha.
Role and importance of Rourkela steel pant and Odisha Sponge limited.
History and process of modernization of RSP & Odisha Sponge limited.
Irrigation a major challenge to shape economy of Odisha.
Development of Agri-infrastructure in Odisha and challenges
Development of transport in Odisha.
Availability and development of communication in Odisha

1.2. INTRODUCTION
Industrialization is the process by which an economy moves from primarily
agrarian production to mass-produced and technologically advanced goods and
services. This phase is characterized by exponential leaps in productivity, shifts
from rural to urban labor, and increased standards of living of the people. Odisha
became a state in 1st April 1936 and since then it is facing many challenges and
even after 75 years of independent the position of the state has not improved as
compared to other states of union of India. However, many steps have been taken
including establishment of mega public-sector industries like Rourkela Steel plant
and others but the development is not up to the mark. Till now the economy of
Odisha is primarily dependent upon agriculture and monsoon.
The primary industries in Odisha are manufacturing; mining and quarrying;
electricity, gas and water supply and construction. The industrial sector's
contribution to the state's GSDP was estimated at 33.45%. Most of Odisha's
industries are mineral-based. Odisha has 25% of India's iron reserves. Odisha has a
well-developed social, physical, and industrial infrastructure, and the state
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government has undertaken several infrastructural projects to further promote
overall development. Along with industrialization many steps have been taken for
the development of primary sector and tertiary sector including transport,
communication and trade.
1.3 BACKGROUND AND HISTORY OF INDUSTRIAL GROWTH IN
ODISHA
The industrial structure of Odisha can be classified into four categories such as: 1- Cottage industries
2- Medium industries
3- Large scale industries
4- Large scale heavy industries.
In Odishaindustrialization started shortly after independent. As Odisha is
one of the prominent place for minerals in the county, for example 98% of
Chromite, 28% iron ore,24% coal and 59% Bauxitedeposit available hence
majority of industries of Odishaare mineral based industries. Some of the
major industries of Odisha are Rourkela Steel Plant, NALCO at Angul,
Talcher power plant, OPGC Banharpali, NTPC Darlipali, Vedanta Alumina
and power, Bhusan Steel Ltd(JSPL),Kalinganagar Steel Plant and many
more medium cement plant, paper mill, ferro alloy plants are found
throughout Odisha. The industrial growth is visualized in that area where
rawmaterials, power supply, availability of water and transportation is
available. So, there is skewed distribution of industries found in the state.
Based on availabilityof raw materials we can divide the industries of Odisha
into the following zones.







Rajganpur/Sundargarh area-(Iron&steel, sponge iron, cement, rolling
mills etc.)
IB Valley area- (Thermal power plants,coal mines, sponge iron,
refectories, steel plant, aluminum plant etc.)
Hirakud Area- (Aluminum and rolling mills)
Talcher- Angul area-(coal mines, thermal power plant, aluminum, ferro
alloy etc.)
Paradeep Area-(Chemical fertilizer, refineries, sea food processing etc.)
Joda- Badabil-Duburi Area-(iron, sponge iron , ferro Alloy, mineral
processing etc.)
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Depending upon the infrastructure and other availabilities, industries of different
nature from mineral to agrobased, from cottage to small scaleindustries are located
in various parts of the state.
According to environment and forestdepartment of Odisha there are total number of
2461 industries in large, medium and small scale are operating in the state. 47
numbers of industries are under 17 categories of polluting industries are operating
in the state. As per the State of Environment Report published by Orissa State
Pollution Control Board; the red, orange and green industries in the state are 1779,
561 and 414 nos. respectively.
By the end of 2006-07, there were about 92417 numbers of SSI units setup in the
state. Maximum number of industries have been set up in Sundergarh district (457
nos.) followed by Khurda (356 nos.) and Ganjam districts (352 nos.).
Besides the reserves of major minerals like chromite, nickel, bauxite, iron-ore and
coal; other minerals like china clay, fire clay, limestone, quartz, precious and semiprecious stones, copper, manganese, graphic, vanadium etc. are also available in the
state.
Iron ore is abundantly available in the districts of Mayurbhanj, Sundargarh,
Keonjhar and Jajpur. While chromite is mostly available in Jajpur, Dhenkanal and
Keonjhar districts, manganese deposits are available in Sundargarh and Keonjhar
districts. Dolomite is available plentily only in the district of Sundargarh. There are
two major coal bearing area in the state which are currently being exploited namely
Talcher and the Ib valley. As per the latest estimation the total reserve of coal in the
state is 61999 million tonne followed by iron ore (5371 million tonne),
bauxite (1743 million tonne) and limestone (1015 million tonne) in Orissa.The
mineral production in 2006-07 increased by 15.58% over 2005-06. Total 1614.45
lakh MT minerals has been produced during this period. Metallic mineral
production increased by 16.96% and non-metalic also increased by 15.22%.
1. 4. ROURKELA STEEL PLANT THE MODERN KONARK OF ODISHA
Rourkela Steel Plant (RSP), in Rourkela, Odisha is the first integrated steel plant in
the public sector in India. It was set up with West Germany collaboration with an
installed capacity of 1 million tonnes in the 1960s. It is operated by Steel Authority
of India.Rourkela is located on 22.12N’ Latitude and 84.53’E Longitude on
Howraha-Mumbai section of South-Eastern Railway. The largest Industrial
Township of Orissa, Rourkela was under the administrative boundaries of the
NAGARA sub-division under Ex- princely state of Gangapur state during British
rule.
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Rourkela Steel Plant (RSP)-SAIL is located in Rourkela, Odisha. RSP is the first
integrated steel plant in the public sector in India. It was set up with German
collaboration with an installed capacity of 1 million tons in 60s. Recently, 12,000crore rupees modernization and expansion project was dedicated to the Nation by
Prime Minister on 1 April 2015.With this RSP presently has the capacity to
produce 4.5 million tonnes of hot metal, 4.2 million tonnes of crude steel and 3.9
million tonnes of saleable steel.The capacity of Rourkela Steel Plant (RSP) is
expected to rise to 10.8 MTPA by 2025.

The capital cost of the project( beginning of RSP)was estimated to be about Rupees
71.25 crores at that time. The share capital to .be contributed by the German
collaborators is expected to be of the order of Rs. 9.5 crores, andthe balance of
share capital will be found by the Government of India. The RSP is the first plant in
Asia to adopt the energy-efficient LD process of steel making and the first
integrated steel plant of SAIL which adopted the cost effective and quality centered
continuous casting route to process 100% of steel produced. It is for the first time in
India, SAIL had adopted external desulphurization of hot metal by calcium carbide
injection process. RSP is one of the unique steel units under the SAIL umbrella with
a wide variety of special purpose steels. Rourkela Steel Plant also possesses a
Fertilizer Plant that produces nitrogenous fertilizers using ammonia feedstock (from
its coke oven plant). On February 3, 1959, then President Rajendra Prasad had
inaugurated RSP's first blast furnace named 'Parvati' when the company was known
as Hindustan Steel Limited (HSL). The RSP became a unit of the Steel Authority of
India Ltd (SAIL). RSP ‘s present capacity to produce 2 million tons of hot metal,
1.9 million tons of crude steel and 1.67 million tons of saleable steel. It is SAIL’s
only plant that produces silicon steels for the power sector, high quality pipes for
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the oil & gas sector and tin plates for the packaging industry. Its wide and
sophisticated product range includes various flat, tubular and coated products.
Rourkela Steel Plant is all set to double its annual capacity to 4.5 million tons
expansion work, according to a top company official.
Some Historical Evidence:









1964: The Fertilizer Plant was set up in the year 1964 with a view to utilizing
the residue of the steel plant and the re-utilization of the chemicals.
1970: Pipe Plant and Special Plate Plant was set up for production of pipes and
steel plates for defense requirements.
1988: The modernization of RSP was begun for producing qualitative materials
and establishing its importance in the world market.
1998: The modernization program with an outlay of INR 4500 crores.
2010: RSP-SAIL plans for its capacity expansion in its existing 2.2 MT to 4.5
MT of production.
2013: Rourkela Steel Plant unveiled the country's largest blast furnace named
"DURGA" having a useful volume of 4060 cubic metres with a production
capacity of 8000 tons hot metal per day, thus increasing its production capacity
from 2.2 MT to 4.5 MT.
2015: Rourkela Steel Plant has set up 1 MW solar photovoltaic (PV) power
generation unit inside the plant premises at a cost of Rs 6.68 crore, is expected
to generate minimum 1.479 million units of solar energy per annum.

It is also installing other facilities for production of green energy. Two 5 KW
rooftop solar PV power generation systems have already been installed and seven
more such systems are in the pipeline. RSP is also in the process of setting up a 15
MW hydro power project on the downstream of Mandira Dam in collaboration with
GEDCOL.All major units of the plant, including its Personnel Department and Steel
Township, are certified to ISO: 9001 standards. In January 2022 the number of
employees under RSP was 11838. However, RSP has generated more then 1lakh
employment through linkage effect.
1.5 ROLE OF ODISHA SPONGE IRON LTD.
Odisha Sponge Iron Limited (OSIL) was incorporated as a Public Limited
Company on 9th April, 1979. It was the first 100,000 TPA commercial scales coalbased Sponge Iron Plant in our Country and one of the first few in the World. The
Plant went into commercial production in 1984 with process technology from Allis
Chalmers Corporation of U.S.A. using 80% coal and 20% oil. With increasing
crude oil price, use of diesel oil became uneconomical. Further the process
demanded high grade of coal, stock of which is depleting worldwide and did not
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accept Indian coal with high ash content. The process technology was later
modified and developed to use 100% coal and patented by OSIL and is now known
as OSIL Process. The strength of OSIL Process is in its ability to use coal with high
ash content and low fixed carbon without compromising on quality of product.
OSIL P is now process recognized as one of the leading coal-based Sponge Iron
technology in the World. OSIL have since put up a 15 MVA power plant using
energy from the Sponge Iron Plant waste gas and waste coal char & coal dust as
well as a 1,00,000 TPY Induction Furnace based steel billet making plant using its
sponge iron feed stock and self-generated power for melting. The total integral steel
plant is self-sufficient in power generated from Sponge Iron Plant waste product.
It is a professionally managed engineering -based company producing over
100,000MT of sponge iron, 100,000 MT of steel billets and 15MVA of power.
OSIL is located in Keonjhar district not more than 40 Km of major coalfields & in
the heart of iron ore mines. The company has a turnover of Rs.1.2 billion and
profits of over Rs.80 million in 2004. OSIL has been a dividend-paying company,
with a net worth of over Rs. 320 million and an asset base of Rs.1 billion. OSIL
organisational strength includes over 200 engineers and technical staff and a 500
strong workforce.
The Company was promoted in the joint sector by the Industrial Promotion
& Investment Corporation of Orissa Ltd. and Torsteel Research Foundation India
(TRFI). - The main objective of the company is to manufacture sponge iron. - The
Company entered into four separate agreements with Allis-Chalmers Corporation,
U.S.A. relating to (i) supply of certain equipment including, process equipment
(which pertains to the main plant) and materials, (ii) rendering of technical services
outside India including supply of certain specified documents, drawings,
information and data (iii) rendering of advisory and other services in India
pertaining to erection, installation, start-up and operations of the Company's plant
and (iv) grant of patent rights to the Company. - Sponge iron is produced by
removing most of the oxygen in the iron ore, without resorting to melting. Sponge
iron will be produced both in lumps and briquettes. It can be used in electrical
furnace together with scrap for making steel and in industrial furnace together with
pig iron to make ductile iron and other high quality castings. 1980 - 70 shares
subscribed for by the signatories to the Memorandum of Association; 12,00,000
shares taken up by Torsteel Research Foundation in India (TRF); 18,59,930 shares
allotted to industrial Promotion & Investment Corporation of Orissa, Ltd. (IPICOL)
and 6,00,000 shares issued to Allis-Chalmers Corporation, U.S.A., 23,40,000 shares
offered at par for public subscription during November 1980. 1985 - The Company
revalued its factory building and plant and machinery as on 31st March. - A number
of TRFI licensees joined hand with TRFI for setting up the Company's project.
They are Mukand Iron & Steel Works, Ltd., Usha Alloys & Steels, Ltd., Rathi
Alloys Steels, Pvt. Ltd., Mahindra Ugine Steel Co., Ltd., Shri Ishar Alloy Steels,
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Pvt. Ltd., Rathi Ispat, Ltd., Surendra Industries (Mumbai), Pvt. Ltd., Bhoruka Steel,
Ltd., Bhagwan Industries, Ltd., Star Steel Pvt. Ltd., Western Rolling Mills Pvt. Ltd.,
Agarwal Hardware Works Pvt. Ltd., Orient Steel & Industries, Ltd. 1991 - During
the year, an order was received to assist Sunflag Iron & Steel, Ltd. for improving
their process technology to achieve lesser carbon consumption, lesser off grade
production and lesser kiln accretion. - The Company proposed to associate with a
joint effort with the State Government, Central Govt., TRFI and others to promote a
venture for processing fruits and vegetables grown around the plant site areas and
districts, primarily for export purposes. - The Company also associated in assisting
the promotion of a large pig iron unit in Orissa from where it hoped to get sufficient
hot meal to blend with its own sponge to make billets. 1994 - Production of sponge
iron was restricted to 93,707 tonnes due to unforeseen breakdown of the thrust
roller supporting the kiln in January, 1995 leading to loss of production for about 3
weeks. - The Company's 65,000 TPA steel billet project was implemented and
commercial production commenced from 15th March, 1995.
The Company undertook to install an additional kiln with a capacity of
1,50,000 tpa of sponge iron taking the total to 2,50,000 tpa. This would be taken up
along with commissioning of the BANSPANI-DAITARI rail link expected by
2002. - The Company undertook to set up a 100% EOU for manufacture of tomato
paste, mango concentrate, papaya concentrate and guava pulp in association with
Orissa Agro Industries Corporation Ltd. - The Company undertook to set up a one
million tonne capacity iron & steel project in association with State Government. 12,37,958 No. of Equity shares allotted as conversion of loans to promoters at a
premium of Rs 5 per share. 1995 - The Company proposed its second phase of
expansion for setting up 9 MW power plant using waste heat of the kiln. - The
Company undertook to set up a separate company together with an international
company for manufacture of steel billets at Patna, Bamra, district Sambalpur, Orissa
through sponge iron waste heat and waste coal power - electric furnace and
continuous caster route. The project envisages setting up a project to manufacture
light sections in a rolling mill complex with an installed capacity of 3,00,000 tpa. 36,18,979 Rights equity shares issued (Prop. 1:2; prem. Rs 10). Of these 35,975
shares kept in abeyance. 1996 - The sponge iron plant suffered an accident due to
failure of an imported thrust roller, leading to plant closure for 20 days. 1997 - The
Company also intends to install an additional kiln with a capacity of 150.000 tonnes
of Sponge Iron Production per year taking the total capacity to 2, 50,000 tonnes per
year. - The Company intends to promote a separate Company in association with a
reputed international Company to set up an Iron and Steel Complex at Bamra in
stages in the district of Sambalpur, Orissa. - The proposal envisages setting up a
project for manufacture of light sections in a rolling mill complex with an installed
capacity of 300000 tonnes per annum. 1998 - Bilati (Orissa) Limited, a fruit and
vegetable processing Export Oriented Unit promoted by the Company has been
Odisha State Open University, Sambalpur
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successfully commissioned.- Company intends to set up a 10 MW power generating
unit using waste heat from the reactor for captive consumption of the sponge iron
and billet units.
1.5 LET US SUM UP
The Rourkela steel plant and Odisha Sponge Iron Ltd. helps both state
government and central government to boost economic growth. Besides, it does
generate employment and job opportunities which is further help to the people for
economic as well as social sustainabilities. It is also installing other facilities for
production of green energy to balancing environmental conditions.

Chcek Your Progress:
1 . Discuss abouit Rourkela Steel Plant.
………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………….
2 . Give a brief description on Odisha Sponge Iron Ltd.
………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………….
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Keywords
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2.0

LEARNING OBJECTIVES

After studying this unit, you will be able to know
 The agricultural scenario of Odisha
 The importance of infrastructure in agricultural development
 Irrigation Schemes of Odisha and subsidy for irrigation promotion
2.1

INTRODUCTION

Agriculture, the world’s oldest profession is the main source of life sustenance for
the human population. However, though there has been substantial growth in other
sectors, the Agriculture Sector continues to be the mainstay of livelihood for human
civilization. The growth of the agricultural sector is important not only for ensuring
food security and reduction of poverty in rural areas but also for sustaining the
growth of the rest of the economy. More so, growth of two non-farm sectors viz.
Secondary & Tertiary sectors can be sustained only when the agricultural sector
continues to grow and provide adequate demand for goods & services along with a
market for the farm produces. The aforementioned facts are truer in the case of
states like Odisha where nearly 60% of people earn their livelihood through
agriculture and allied activities. Agriculture plays an essential role in the process of
economic development of less developed countries like India. Besides providing
food to the nation, agriculture releases labour provides saving, contributes to the
Odisha State Open University, Sambalpur
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market of industrial goods and earns foreign exchange. Agricultural development is
an integral part of overall economic development.
Agriculture depends on irrigation to survive. The use of several crops also boosts
productivity and income while lessening the farmers' reliance on the whims of the
monsoon. To address this, numerous irrigation projects and initiatives have been
launched in Odisha. The government's strategy for funding investments in
agriculture andwater resources has been kept high and is regarded as a vital
component thanks to adequate fiscal outlays.
2.2

AGRICULTURE IN ODISHA

As an agrarian economy, Odisha employs around 73% of it &its population in
farming and contributes around 30% to the Net State Domestic Product of the total
land area, around 40% which translates to roughly around 87.46 lakh hectares are
brought to agriculture every year and about 18.79 lakh hectares of this cropped area
are irrigated. Thus a major portion of the farmland depends on rain for water to feed
the crop. Also, the area under agriculture is comparatively more in the coastal
districts of Odisha i.e. Balasore, Bhadrak, Cuttack, Ganjam, Jajpur, Jagatasinghpur,
Kendrapara, Khurda, Nayagarh, Puri etc. Incidentally, these are also the regions of
the state which fare better in the literacy rate index.
The major crops are rice, pulses, oil seeds, jute, coconut and turmeric. The crops
like tea, cotton, groundnut and rubber are of great economic importance in other
parts. Odisha contributes one-tenth of the total rice produced in the country. Other
important food grains include pulses like gram, tur and arhar and Oilseeds like
groundnut, mustard and castor oil. Apart from food grains, various cash crops are
also cultivated in the state. These include Jute, Mesta, sugarcane, tobacco, rubber,
tea, coffee and turmeric. These are cultivated across different geographical areas of
Odisha. Odisha stands fourth in the production of jute in the country after West
Bengal, Bihar and Assam. Rice and jute, compete with each other as they require
almost similar soil and climatic conditions. Cultivation of jute is primarily confined
to the coastal plains of Cuttack, Balasore and Puri districts.
The total land area covered by different crops
Presented below is a list of the total land area being covered by different crops in
Odisha? The list also proves the importance of the cultivation of staple crops over
the cash crops in Odisha.
 Paddy 77.7%
 Pulses 10.9%
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Oil Seeds 4.9%
Fibre crop 1.3%
Other cash crops 2.1%
Food crops 289.66 thousand .ha
Vegetables 621.98 thousand .ha
Total production 7604.36 MT
Oil seeds (2002-2003) 1.15 lakh MT
Rice (2002-2003) 32.44 lakh MT
Total cereal (2002-2003) 33.50 lakh MT
Pulses 2.05lakh MT
The total area of degraded land is 61.21 lakh ha
Watershed project in operation 1860 nos

Odisha employs about 73 % of it and its production in farming contributes around
30 % to the Net State Domestic Products as an agrarian economy. Around 40 %
which is roughly around 87.46 lakh hectares area is brought to the agriculture sector
every year. The area under agriculture is more in the Balasore, Jajpur,
Jagatsinghpur, Kendrapada, Khurdha, Nayagarh, Bhadrak, Cuttack, Ganjam and
Puri are coastal districts of Odisha. The main objectives of agriculture in Odisha
are:
• To know the agricultural structure and related agricultural characteristics i.e.
operational holdings, cropping patterns, livestock, land utilisation, irrigation,
agricultural credit, agricultural machinery and implements, use of fertilizers
etc.
• To provide benchmark data required for evaluating their progress and for
formulating new agricultural development programs.
• To provide some operational holdings for carrying out a future agricultural
survey.
• The survey focuses on the use of fertilizers, manures, pesticides and use of
quality seeds.
2.3

STATE AGRICULTURE INFRASTRUCTURE DEVELOPMENT
PLAN

Planning is a fundamental process for ushering in development that envisages
growth in the desired direction. The National Development Council (NDC), 2007
resolved that agriculture development strategies must be reoriented to meet the
needs of farmers and called upon the Central and State Governments to evolve a
strategy to rejuvenate agriculture. The Resolution concerning the Additional Central
Assistance scheme reads as below. “Introduce a new Additional Central Assistance
scheme to incentive State to draw up plans for their agriculture sector more
Odisha State Open University, Sambalpur
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comprehensively, taking agro-climatic conditions, natural resource issues and
technology into account, and integrating livestock, poultry and fisheries more fully”
To rejuvenate agriculture during XII Plan, the National Development Council has
reaffirmed its commitment to achieving a growth rate of 4 % per annum. As
agriculture growth is an essential element of the strategy to make growth more
inclusive, the NDC in its resolution advised the State Governments to prepare
Comprehensive District Agriculture Plan (C-DAP), and State Agriculture
Infrastructure Development Plan (SAIDP) that will fully utilise available resources
and will include allied agriculture sectors. C-DAP is a decentralized plan document
which generates a common development perspective of a district that reflects the
thinking of diverse stakeholders and works out an inspiring goal for the overall
development of the area. The key feature of such a planning process is to achieve
overall development keeping in view the local resources, needs and aspirations.
Accordingly, the State Agriculture Infrastructure Development Plan (SAIDP)
enumerates the roadmap of development in agriculture and allied sectors in the state
of Odisha for the XII Plan period. Since the said plan period is over, these plan
documents 7 have been prepared with a perspective view of 2022, by which the
Prime Minister of India has made a clarion call to double the farmer’s income.
Therefore, SAIDP is construed to delineate a set of action plans that would set forth
agriculture and allied sectors as ‘engine of growth for the state in triggering the
desired growth in production and productivity on one hand and economic benefits
to farmers, on the other.
Characteristics of SAIDP:
 It should be simple to read and easy to explain to all the stakeholders.
 It should be logical. The proposals emanating from the plan should be
feasible in light of available information.
 It should take into account socio-economic aspects and local felt needs.
 It should ensure convergence with all ongoing schemes/programmes.
 It is commodity-specific and district-specific.
2.4

IMPORTANCE OF INFRASTRUCTURE IN AGRICULTURAL
DEVELOPMENT

Importance of infrastructure in agriculture development According to the estimates
agriculture sector has occupied about 53 percent of the total labour force and its
direct and indirect contribution tothe annual exports of the country is around
23percent. Indian agriculture is characterized by a lack of proper infrastructure
facilities. As far as the nature of infrastructure is concerned, agricultural
infrastructure plays an important role, especially in a developing country context
where a larger percentage of the poorer section of the society depends on this sector
for subsistence. The enhancing infrastructure warrants a closer relationship between
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the levels of agricultural development. Among agricultural infrastructure, road
infrastructure plays a very significant role in accelerating agricultural production.
Rural Roads Connectivity is one of the key components for rural development, as it
promotes access to economic and social services, generating increased agricultural
income and productive employment. About 600 million people of India live in
nearly 6 lakh villages scattered all over the country. Access roads provide the
means to bring the rural population onto the mainstream. A good road network
reduces transport cost, accelerates efficient delivery of farm inputs and enhance
special agricultural production and distribution. A good network of roads will
expand the distribution of agricultural goods as well as open up additional
opportunities for agricultural trade. Good infrastructure leads to expansion of
markets, economies of scale and improvement in factor market operations. It also
opens up the rural economy to greater competition. This may take the form of
cheaper products from lower-cost sources of supply or new or improved products
that may displace some locally produced items. The majority of studies recognize
that infrastructure investment has a strong impact on rural incomes and especially
on smallholders. There was a direct relationship between the increase in acreage of
export crop cultivation and the standard of roads and distance from the main
commercial centres.
There is enhanced entrepreneurship activity, a sharp decline in freight and
passenger charges and improved services as a result of investment in rural roads.
Roads are always recognized as the infrastructure and arteries of the nation. Rural
infrastructure assumes great importance in India because of the country‘s
predominantly rural nature. Rural roads were not only providing connectivity to
rural areas but also affecting change in cropping patterns due to access to markets,
increasing productivity by facilitating the availability of inputs like seeds, fertilizer
and pesticides, and the realization of better prices to the farmers for agriculture and
allied products like milk, improving attendance in schools and above all opening
new employment opportunities in non-farm and service sectors. The importance of
infrastructure in agriculture and rural development is well documented. It is
estimated that 15 percent of crop production is lost between the farm gate and the
consumer in the world because of poor roads and inappropriate storage facilities
alone, adversely influencing the income of farmers. Strengthening rural
infrastructure can lead to lower production costs which can further augment
agricultural output and income for rural farming communities. Improved
infrastructure also leads to expansion of markets, economies of scale, and
improvement in factor market operations. The development of rural infrastructure
helps to enlarge markets with greater access to factors of production. The female
labour participation rate increases as traditional taboos 9 against it are overcome.
Easier access to markets allows an expansion of the production of perishable and
transport-cost-intensive products. It can also lead to a conversion of latent demand
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into effective commercial demand. These effects of infrastructure accentuate the
process of commercialization in agriculture and the rural sector. There is an
increased scale of the trade too and helps in the reduction of trading costs per unit
owing to the economics of scale. Further, the dominance of the poor is more in rural
areas compared to urban areas. Therefore, any investment that helps to increase
rural production, income and employment is expected to reduce poverty.
Improvement in rural roads affects agricultural development followed by the
development of social services. It is observed that roads tend to have a greater
initial impact on a production where cash crops are grown, because food crops,
grown by small farmers, have a lower price elasticity of supply than cash crops.
Therefore, the more developed the existing agricultural system, the more significant
and the faster the response to road provision or road improvements within an area.
Access to better health and education usually improves more rapidly along roads
than elsewhere. The most significant justification for the large-scale public
investments in rural roads is to help the largely agrarian rural economy by
exploiting the income opportunities for the farmers. India‘s most ambitious rural
roads programme, PMGSY is also primarily aimed at providing connectivity to the
markets. Higher agricultural production, lower inputs and transportation costs,
improved cropping patterns and increased output prices are expected once farmers
are connected through an improved all-weather road to the markets. These shifts
have been reflected and were attributed to the improved connectivity in some of the
previous studies also. This study primarily aimed at assessing the sustainability of
these impacts has also brought out that some shifts from traditional cultivations and
marketing practices, if not sustained due to road degradation, can cause much larger
negative impacts. It was found that changes in cropping patterns and withdrawal of
traditional marketing intermediaries due to better connectivity can also cause huge
losses if the new facilities by improved connectivity seize to exist, even
temporarily. As indicated earlier, the development of roads affects agriculture
directly by enlarging the areas under cultivation. There is a two-fold relation
between 10 road development and increased agricultural products. Easy transport of
manures, good seeds and better agricultural equipment, pesticides are made possible
in time due to easy road transport. Better roads neutralise locational disadvantages
in farming. Road development also prompts a change in the pattern of agricultural
production by diversion of cultivation from food crops to commercial crops. The
paucity of good roads in rural areas compels the cultivator to dispose of his produce
to the village money lender at cheap prices. Good roads would open up the urban
markets to the cultivator which would facilitate the marketing of his product at
higher prices. Moreover, bad roads are responsible for higher costsof transportation
which increases the cost of marketing.
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A good road system also aids agriculture indirectly by breaking up the isolation of
villages, spreading education and creating a general sense of awakening. The rural
industries like dairy farming, bee-keeping, poultry farming, and sericulture. etc.,
can be developed as subsidiary industries to supplement their income in their spare
time. Development of small-scale and cottage industries becomes possible in rural
areas due to the close road contact with their urban markets and the availability of
raw materials at cheap prices. The important role played by the roads is very much
felt during the days of famines. It has been observed regarding some of the Indian
famines that the food scarcity in an area was not due to total deficiency. But owing
to the isolation from the surplus area. Further, road development would facilitate
the flow of food from surplus to deficit areas and also equalize the prices in
different markets. For relieving unemployment and promoting economic activity,
road construction is an important item of the State governments to be taken up 56 to
70 per cent of the road cost of the road construction is spent as wages. The
economic impact of the road on overall agricultural development has been well
documented in the studies surveyed in previous studies.












Increase in Cropping Intensity: improved roads werean increase in the
cropping intensity (CI) to some extent via an increase in mechanization and
introduction of short-duration cash crops.
Changes in Cropping Pattern: With an improving road infrastructure leads
to a change in the cropping pattern towards cash crops. The cash 11 crops
were taken as those crops which are mainly produced for sale in an area.
The change in cropping pattern was due to an improvement in the transport
facility for the sugarcane and vegetables. The convenience of selling milk
after the road induced more acreage under fodder. And also it increases the
gross cropped area due to the availability of tractors in the village and even
from outside.
Increase in Yield: This has increased the use of fertilizers and seeds,
resulting in a mild increase in yield because of road infrastructure and it will
increase in yield for food and vegetable crops.
Saving of Wastage in Marketing: The road has been reducing the wastage
in marketing due to a reduction in distance and time in the transport of the
agricultural produce, especially in perishable crops like vegetables.
Impact on Vehicle operating cost Direct Benefits: The immediate benefit
of a road infrastructure would be savings in vehicle operating costs and
employment generation forthe rural poor from the construction of the road.
Introduction of New Activities: Roads open opportunities for new
activities allied to agriculture and in the nonfarm sector and access to wage
employment in other areas. The activities may include more dairy farming
due to linkage with outside consumers, purchasing tractors, passenger and
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transport vehicles by the villagers, the opening of tea /general shops on the
roadside, and wage/trade opportunities outside the village.

2.5

IRRIGATION SCHEMES AND PROJECTS
•

Biju Krushak Vikash Yojana (BKVY): Minor irrigation projects are
environment-friendly and they provide gainful employment opportunities to
the rural population, resulting in optimum utilization of resources. A large
number of small irrigation projects on streams & rivulets can provide
irrigation to the lands of tribal beneficiaries. The technology is close to the
heart of the tribal and the projects are therefore amply suitable for selfmanagement. The Pani Panchayat scheme has roused widespread
enthusiasm. Requests are pouring in to set up new minor and lift Irrigation
projects and revive the derelict ones. It is, therefore, felt that new emphasis
on minor & lift Irrigation projects can be cast in the mould of Pani
Panchayats, which will provide increased momentum to the campaign. With
the above objectives in view, the Government launched a new scheme
named “Biju Krushak Vikash Yojana” in 2001. A total of 9063 Lift
Irrigation projects and 84 Minor Irrigation Projects (MIPs) have been taken
up, out of which 8128 LIPs and 84 MIPs have been completed up to the end
of March 2014 and additional irrigation to 164.94 thousand hectares have
been created.

•

Deep Bore-well irrigation programme:The government of Odisha
launched a new programme “Deep Borewell Secha Karyakrama” during
2010-11 to exploit groundwater resources in hard rock areas of the state.
The main objective is to provide irrigation facilities to small and marginal
farmers through the installation of deep bore wells covering a cultivated area
of a minimum of two hectares. Priority would be given to Blocks having
less than 35% irrigation coverage. The scheme would be implemented in
256 blocks of 26 districts (18 Non- KBK districts, 8 KBK districts) of the
state excluding Bhadrak, Kendrapara, Jagatsinghpur and Puri districts. The
project would be selected considering the data for groundwater potential of
the Central Ground Water Board (CGWB), Directorate of Ground Water
Survey and Investigation (GWS&I), National Remote Sensing Agency
(NRSA) and with necessary field checks. The availability of an 11 KV
power line in the area is also an important consideration for finalizing the
project. A cluster approach would be adopted to make the project costeffective and proper functioning of the points after energisation.
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•

Repair, Renovation, and Restoration of water bodies. (RR&R): The
Ministry of Water Resources has launched the scheme of Repair,
Renovation and Restoration (RR&R) of Water Bodies as a State Sector
Scheme with domestic budgetary support during 2009-10. The Main
Objectives are
1) Comprehensive improvement of selected tank systems including
restoration,
2) Improvement of catchment areas of tank & groundwater recharge.
3) Community participation and self-supporting system for sustainable
management of water bodies covered by the programme,
4) Increase in storage capacity of water bodies,
5) Improvement in agriculture/horticulture productivity,
6) Environmental benefits through improved water use efficiency; irrigation
benefits through the restoration of water bodies, supplementation of the
groundwater use and promotion of conjunctive use of surface and groundwater and
7) Increased availability of drinking water. The projects under Government
of India funding are located in KBK districts. Naxal-affected areas and droughtprone areas avail 90% central assistance. By end of March 2014, 1193 water bodies
(GoI funding 1127 nos., State funding- 66 nos.) have been completed & irrigation
potential of 52031 hectares has been revived.
Canal Lining & System Rehabilitation Programme (CLSRP): A new scheme
namely “Canal Lining & System Rehabilitation Programme (CLSRP)” is being
proposed under State Plan from the financial year 2013-14. The objectives are:
1) To improve the performance of an irrigation system and to increase the
water use efficiency of canals,
2) To enhance water availability at the farm level and reduce seepage losses
in the distribution system,
3) To reclaim the valuable agricultural land getting unsuitable for use due to
water-logging & salinity resulting from seepage from canals,
4) To reduce the gap between irrigation potential created and irrigation
potential utilized in various projects. So far 12 major & medium irrigation projects
have been selected under this scheme.
•

Command Area Development & Water Management (CADWM)
Programme: CADWM programme, a Centrally Sponsored Plan Scheme is
being implemented in the state from 1976-77 with the main objective of
reducing the gap between irrigation potential created and that utilized. The
programme aims at enhancing agricultural production and productivity in
irrigated commands by judicious and equitable distribution of the available
irrigation water with the active involvement of farmers through participatory
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irrigation management (PIM). At present, the programme is being
implemented in 08 major and 04 medium irrigation projects. There are four
Command Area Development Authorities (CADAs) in the state located at
Cuttack, Sambalpur, Berhampur and Jeypore to carry out the programme.
•

35% Irrigation Master Plan: There is a wide difference in the
geographical distribution of irrigation facilities in the state. Some blocks
have more than 50 % irrigation facility whereas other blocks have less than
5% facility. Krishanprasad block in Puri district has no irrigation facility.
The government have, therefore, decided that a Master Plan for each district
should be drawn up to provide at least 35% irrigation in every block during
the next five years i.e. from 2005-06 to 2009-10. Collectors were requested
to prepare a Master Plan for their districts. All Collectors submitted their
Master Plan, which incorporates Major/Medium, Minor, lift and other
sources of Irrigation. From the master plan, 198 blocks were identified as
having less than 35% irrigation facility. Efforts are being made to augment
irrigation potential in these blocks through conventionaland other sources of
irrigation viz. identifying suitable sites for water harvesting structures, check
dams, Nala bunds etc. and also by identifying suitable pockets like
groundwater prospect zones, groundwater recharge points such as
percolation tank, recharge pit etc. For Blocks Identified for 35% Irrigation
Programme (please see annexure). By the end of March 2014, out of 198
deficit blocks, 73 blocks have achieved 35% irrigation coverage.

•

Hydrology Project: Hydrological Information is required to provide
reliable data sets for long-term planning, design and management of water
resources and water use systems and research activities in related aspects
together with improvement in the infrastructure for data collection. This
project is funded by World Bank and implemented nationwide. Odisha is a
participatory state in this project. The objectives of this project are
o To extend and promote sustained and effective use of the
Hydrological Information System (HIS) created during HP-I,
o Formulation of design aids and development of design support
system for early flood warning, drought monitoring & management,
o Strengthening the capabilities of implementing agencies at the
state/central level in HIS data utilization for efficient, water resource
planning and management,
o Awareness building and outreach services about HIS.
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2.6

PRIVATE LIFT IRRIGATION PROJECTS AND PATTERN OF
ASSISTANCE

The Government of Odisha has announced an Agriculture Policy which has come
into effect on 1st April2013. The said policy provides for payment of subsidy on
private lift irrigation points as follows:

Jalanidhi-I (Individual)
• Shallow Tube Well: 50% of the project cost subject to a limit of Rs.20, 000.
• Dug Well: 75% of the project cost subject to a limit of Rs.75, 000.
• Deep Bore Well: 75% of the project cost is subject to a limit of Rs.50, 000
(excluding the cost of electrification). In addition 75% of
Genset/electrification cost subject to a limit of Rs.50, 000 (for energisation).
• River Lift/Surface Lift Project: 75% of the project cost is subject to a limit
of Rs.60, 000.
Jalanidhi-II (Cluster)
• Cluster Shallow Tube Wells: The cluster STWs will be executed by the
OLIC within the norms of the Water Resources Department.
• Cluster River Lift Projects: The cluster RLPs will be executed by the OLIC
and OAIC within the norms of the Water Resources Department.
2.7

SUBSIDY FOR IRRIGATION PROMOTION






Individual tube wells and bore wells are promoted under the Jalanidhi
program with a maximum subsidy of upto 75% of the project cost.
Community Lift Irrigation projects with subsidiesfor upto 80% of the
project cost in the non-TSP areas and non-KBK districts and upto 90% of
the project cost in the TSP areas and KBK districts are continued under Biju
Krushak Vikas Yojana (BKVY).
For large-scale community lift irrigation projects 90% subsidy is available if
they are executed by OLIC/ OAIC.
The subsidy is provided for community-based mega lift irrigation projects
covering not less than 40 hectares of the irrigated area if the community
forms a registered society that will execute the project and also run the
project later. The subsidy will be to the extent of 90% excluding the cost of
land.
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2.8

Micro-irrigation (drip and sprinkler irrigation): Micro-irrigation is promoted
in a big way in the State by providing subsidies for drip and sprinkler
irrigation maximum of up to 90% of the cost.
The drawing of the electric line for electrification of dug well / private L.I.
points is subsidized under Biju Gram Jyoti Yojana (BGJY).
Deep Bore Well: Beneficiary contribution in the project would be 10% of
the project cost subject to a maximum of Rs.20, 000/-. The beneficiary is to
pay Rs.1000/- (non-refundable) after scrutiny of the application and the
remaining Rs.19, 000/- would be paid after successful completion of drilling
and testing of the bore well. The subsidy is provided to the extent of 75%
limited to Rs.50, 000 per deep bore well for electrification.
The cost of electrification of a cluster of Shallow tube wells, not less than 10
per cluster, can be borne by the Government, subject to a limit of Rs.4,
00,000 per cluster.
Supply of irrigation water through underground conduits in place of
overground canals will be encouraged to minimize transmission loss.
Farm ponds can be executed free of cost in the field of BPL farmers (Below
Poverty Line) in the State under MGNREGA (Mahatma Gandhi National
Rural Employment Guarantee Act) and the State plan.
LET US SUM UP

Odisha is an Agrarian State. Almost 70 per cent population of the State are
dependent on agriculture. The agriculture sector contributes only about 26 per cent
of the Gross State Domestic Product (GSDP), with more than 70% population
dependence resulting in low per capita income in the farm sector.Odisha mainly
contributes one-tenth of the total rice produced in the country. Major agricultural
challenges are low productivity, low investment, low returns, severe losses due to
natural calamities, fluctuating supply of inputs like quality seeds, fertilizer and
irrigation, low agri-credit, lack of reliable insurance cover, marketing, and storage,
organic farming, low floriculture, low horticulture.
2.9

KEYWORDS




Agrarian Economy:An agrarian economy is rural rather than urban-based.
It is centred upon the production, consumption, trade, and sale of
agricultural commodities, including plants and livestock.
Net Domestic Product:The net domestic product (NDP) measure the
production aggregated by the resident economic agents during the period
(GDP), net of the consumption of fixed capital (CFC), which corresponds to
the usury cost of the capital during the same period
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2.10






2.11
1.
2.
3.
4.

NDC:The National Development Council or Rashtriya Vikas Parishad is the
apex body for decision creating and deliberations on development matters in
India, presided over by the Prime Minister.
District Agricultural Plan:The objectives of the Comprehensive District
Agriculture Plan (C-DAP) are: To prepare a Comprehensive District
Agriculture Plan (C-DAP) through a participatory process involving various
organisations and stakeholders. To enable optimum utilisation of scarce
natural, physical & financial resources.
Water Management Program:Water management programs identify
hazardous conditions and take steps to minimize the growth and
transmission of Legionella and other waterborne pathogens in building
water systems.
FURTHER READINGS
Sumit Ghosh, Orissa in Turmoil: A Study in Political Developments,
Bookland International, Bhubaneswar, 1991.
Basant Das, Odisha Rajanitira Gopan Katha (Odia), Anusandhan
Publication, Bhubaneswar, 2001.
B.B. Jena & J.K. Baral (eds), Government and Politics in Orissa, Print
House (India), Lucknow, 1988.
Chittaranjan Das, Nabakrushna Chaudhury, NBT, New Delhi.
Dasarathi Bhuyan, Orissa Politics: From 1936 to Contemporary Politics,
Mangalam Publishers, New Delhi, 2010.
MODEL QUESTIONS
Write the importance of infrastructure in agricultural development.
Give a brief note on various irrigation schemes and projects of Odisha
What are various subsidies for the promotion of irrigation?
Write short notes on the followings:
a. Hydrology Project
b. National Development Council
c. Net Domestic Product
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UNIT-3: TRANSPORT AND COMMUNICATION
IN ODISHA
Structure:
3.0
Learning Objectives
3.1
Introduction
3.2
Roadways in Odisha
3.3
Railway connectivity of Odisha
3.4
AIR Connectivity of Odisha
3.5
Waterways in Odisha
3.6
Local Transport Medium in Odisha
3.7
Commerce and Transport Department
3.8
Telecommunications
3.9
Let us Sum up
3.10 Keywords
3.11 Further Readings
3.12 Model Questions
3.0

LEARNING OBJECTIVES

After studying this unit, you will be able to know
 Different types of transport in Odisha
 Development of Telecommunication in Odisha
 Various local transport mediums in Odisha
 About Commerce and Transport Department
3.1

INTRODUCTION

Odisha located on the eastern coast of India enjoys a robust transportation network
via roadways, railways and airways. A good transportation system is a boon to the
people and the economy of the state. The road transport system is looked after by
Odisha State Road Transport Corporation. Odisha State Road Transport
Corporation has connected the entire state allowing a good economic growth and
comfortable movement of the people from one place to another. The state has only
one international airport at Bhubaneswar known as Biju Patnaik International
Airport, though there are several other private airstrips and helipads.The major area
of Odisha lies under East Coast Railway (ECoR) with headquarters at Bhubaneswar
and some under the South Eastern Railway and South East Central Railway. Odisha
also has a long coastal line boosting the water transport in the state.
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Importance of Transport and Communication System
Transportation is the movement of humans, animals and goods from one location to
another. Communication is the process of passing information and understanding
from one person to another.
The significance of transport and communication services:










3.2

Transport and communication services play an important role in integrated
economic development. Both are called the lifeline of an economy.
Transportation and communication are means or processes of overcoming
distance.
Transportation and communication systems help to promote the use of
natural resources, mobility of skilled labour force, and increase in
agricultural and industrial production.
Transportation and communication services help to create job opportunities
for people especially living in rural areas.
Transportation and communication services help to establish relationships
among people in different parts of the world.
Transportation and communication services help to increase the size of the
market of our products.
Transportation and communication service helps in the growth and
development of the country.
Transport and communication service are regarded as strong pillars to
protect the people from difficulties of war, natural calamities and other
problems.
ROADWAYS IN ODISHA

The need for better road connectivity is well understood by the administration of the
Odisha, which has developed a well-maintained network of roads in the state. This
well-developed network of roadsdirectly impacts the lives of the people. A total
length of 3592.932 km of National Highways traversed through the state of Odisha.
The general condition of roads in Odisha is good. National Highway 5 passes
through Bhubaneswar. Another one National Highway 59 passes through Odisha
and connects it with Raipur in Chhattisgarh.The four-lane express highway has
recently been developed. One can easily reach Cuttack, Konark, Puri, Balasore and
Berhampur by bus or taxi. A long-distant bus service is available from Kolkata to
Balasore and Baripada.The main bus stand in Bhubaneswar is Baramunda Bus
Stand. Here one can find buses for almost all parts of the state.
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3.2.1 Odisha State Road Transport Corporation
Bus services in Odisha are looked by Odisha State Road Transport Corporation
which looks after the roadways transportation of the state and aims at providing
quality and time-bound services to the passengers. It ensures a safe and comfortable
journey through a fleet of buses. It also looks after the maintenance of bus stands
across the state. In recent years Odisha State Road Transport Corporation has seen
drastic changes. E-booking, new coaches, and prompt services add to its
credit.OSRTC has shown tremendous growth in providing better services to the
passengers and is continuing to provide the best of services to all the passengers to
give them complete travel satisfaction and comfort.OSRTC is continuously working
hard to provide safe & comfortable road transport, connect not well-connected areas
like remote/tribal areas and hilly terrains to the mainstream and provide
Concessional fares to students, handicapped persons, and Freedom fighters, rural
journalists. OSRTC also provide service in L.W.E. areas under Biju Gaon Gadi
Yojana and imparts driving training to improve skills and provide more chances for
employment.Total Corporation runs 189 services including some Interstate services.
Special services are run by the Corporation during the festival time such as Car
Festival or natural calamities like floods.
3.2.2 Road Transport Department of Orissa
The road transport department of Orissa works with a multidisciplinary approach. It
has about 15 lakhs registered vehicles and the annual generation touches
somewhere near Rs 280 crore (2003-04) revenue. The success of the Road transport
department is a combined network of automobile engineers, police personnel, civil
servants, statisticians and judicial experts. The objectives of RTO are to Maintain
and improve the skill management, to be transparent in its management and
administration, to add resource mobilization in the road transport sector, to have a
user-friendly transport administration in Odisha, and to make mobility safe and
comfortable on-road, to modernize the complete road transport processes for a
vibrant, efficient and productive road transport management system in the State.
Keeping the public convenience in mind the government of Odisha has opened 35
RTOs & 3 ARTOs in Odisha
3.3

RAILWAY CONNECTIVITY IN ODISHA

Bhubaneswar is the headquarter of the East Coast Railway. It is also an important
station on the Kolkata-Chennai railway line. There are convenient rail links to
Bhubaneswar from Kolkata, Hyderabad, Chennai, Mumbai, Guwahati etc. All
express and super-fast trains take a halt at Bhubaneswar station. There are many
trains available for Puri and pass through Bhubaneswar station. South Eastern
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Railway and South East Central Railway also serve the state of Odisha. The total
length of the railway line is around 2287km, which includes 91km of narrow gauge.
The East Coast Railway has the largest load in both freight as well as passenger
traffic in the country.
 Odisha connects Eastern and Western India through South-Eastern and EastCoast Railways.
 The Talcher-Sambalpur railway line, connects Coastal and Western
Odisha.
 Koraput- Rayagada, Daitari-Banspani and Khurda Road- Bolangir railway
links are recently completed.
 Haridaspur - Paradeep and Angul-Duburi- Sukinda Road rail links, are
being planned.
A memorandum of understanding has been signed between Rail Vikas Nigam
Limited and the government of Odisha for the Haridaspur-Paradeep link. Rail Vikas
Nigam Limited also took over the Angul- Duburi- Sukinda Road link.
3.4

AIR CONNECTIVITY TO ODISHA

Bhubaneswar, the state capital of Orissa is well connected by regular flights from
several destinations in India. Biju Patnaik Airport is the only major facility in
Odisha. Indian Airlines, Sahara Airlines and Jet Airways have flights from Delhi,
Mumbai, Chennai, Hyderabad, and Visakhapatnam to Bhubaneswar. The new
terminal has a good facility and pre-paid taxi service has also been introduced. It
takes 1hr and 55 minutes from Delhi to reach Bhubaneswar by air. There are in all
17 airstrips and 16 helipads in Odisha. The making of a full-fledged domestic
airport at Jharsuguda is announced by the government of Odisha. The aerodromes at
Jharsuguda, Gopalpur, Barbil and Rourkela were upgraded. The only international
airport is at Bhubhaneshwar, the Biju Patnaik International Airport. It is the biggest
and the busiest airport in Odisha. Many big business firms have their airstrips in
Odisha where they travel in charted planes.
3.5

WATERWAYS IN ODISHA

Odisha has a long coastline of 480 km. along the Bay of Bengal. There are several
ports along this coastal line like Bahabalpur, Dhamra (Chand Bali) etc. Pradeep
which is one of the emerging primer ports of India is located in Odisha. Pradeep
port serves as the main entry/ exit point for sea trade in Eastern India. The main
items of the trade or the major cargo include petroleum products, iron ore, other
minerals, coal, food grains, etc. A fishing harbour is also recently commissioned at
Paradeep.The port is also equipped with 4 wharf cranes of 13.2mt capacity, a
mechanized iron ore berth plus other cargo berths and cargo handling and storage
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facilities. This port also has its railway system which is connected to East Coast
Railways. It is also linked with roadways with NH5 A and State Highway 42.
Another major port in Odisha is The Gopalpur Port inthe Ganjam district. Gopalpur
port is a fair-weather seaport. The current handling capacity of this port is 20002500 tons per day.
Dharma Port
Located on the shores of the Bay of Bengal in the Bhadrak district of Odisha a
newly developed Dharma Port is located. The total area under the port is 9.441316
km2 (3.645312 sq mi). In April 1998 an agreement was signed to build this Port.
Larsen & Toubro and Tata Steel signed a 50-50 partnership under a joint venture
Dhamra Port Company Limited (DPCL) to run this port. In the starting, the capacity
of the port was 25 million tonnes annually. With time the capacity is now increased
to 80 million tonnes annually which is distributed over 13 berths. Adnani port took
over the Dharma port in June 2014. The port is mainly used for the export of iron
ore.
Paradip Port
Paradip Port is an artificial deep water port. It is located in the Jagatsinghpur district
of Odisha. Located atthe confluence of the Mahanadi River and the Bay of Bengal it
is situated 210 nautical miles south of Kolkata and 260 nautical miles north of
Visakhapatnam. It is one of the oldest ports opened on 12 March 1966. The port is
under Paradip Port Trust (PPT), a corporation of the Government of India. It has 14
berths having a capacity of 57.01 million tons annually. The Port is very well
connected by Railways and Roadways. It has its railway station. The Rail system
connects to the East Coast Railway (ECoR) network of the Indian Railways.
NationalHighway 5A connects the port to Haridaspur near Cuttack.
Inland Waterways in Odisha
Inland waterways have played an important role in the history of Odisha. They
played a viable role from transporting building materials for the famous temples at
Puri and Konark to being used as coal barges. The Brahmani and Mahanadi rivers
were used for coal barges. New research and studies are being carried on in reviving
this traditional method of transportation.
3.6

LOCAL TRANSPORT MEDIUMS IN ODISHA

The local transport of Odisha is the most efficient way to traverse the state. It is
safe, economical and comfortable for the passengers. There are a large number of
vehicles available for the local transport in Odisha. These include government and
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private buses, good for travelling longer distances, taxis and auto-rickshaw and
cycle rickshaws for small distances within a city or town. Odisha State Road
Transport Corporation also runs several economic buses within the state and within
cities,the taxis are available on an hourly or daily basis. Several tourists are visiting
Odisha every year. The local transport makes their visit comfortable to a large
extent. The number of buses running between the cities of Odisha makes it easy for
the visitors and the residents to travel across different parts of the state. The
different cities and towns and villages are very well connected with these public and
private buses. Also, the rail connectivity among the different areas of Odisha is very
good. One can easily commute by train in Odisha.To travel within any city one can
use an auto rickshaw or cycle rickshaw. Auto rickshaws and cycle rickshaws need
to be bargained during peak hours. Odessa State Road Transport Corporation
provides concessions to freedom fighters, differently-abled, and students. Student
passes are also offered at a lower price.
3.7

COMMERCE AND TRANSPORT DEPARTMENT

The Transport Department is entrusted with the matters relating to Road Transport.
The Department administers the Motor Vehicle Taxation Acts and Rules made
there. The Department also supervises and regulates the working and functioning of
the various bodies under the Department. These bodies are the State Transport
Authority and the Directorate of Civil Aviation. There is also a corporation namely
“Odisha State Road Transport Corporation” functioning under Transport
Department. Besides, there are Motor Accident Tribunals namely STAT, Cuttack,
2nd MACT (NZ), Sambalpur and 2nd MACT (SZ), Berhampur which mainly look
after the finalization of Motor Accidents Claim cases. There is a scheme under this
Department namely Biju Gaon Gadi Yojana (BGGY) to ensure public transport
connectivity to un-serviced / under-serviced, scheduled and backward areas
including LWE areas.
3.8

TELECOMMUNICATION

It is a well-known fact that the Telecom sector has a multiplier impact on the
economy, contributing to economic growth and the GDP. Digital connectivity
facilitates & online citizen-centric services ensure better e-governance. With rapid
globalization and the increasing reach of the internet, the development of telecom
infrastructure is a sine qua non in the growth of economic infrastructure.
Telecommunication is a Central subject and the State Government plays a
supporting role in increasing mobile connectivity in the state.The “communications
and services related to broadcasting” sub-sector’s contribution to services GSVA
stood at 3.76% in 2019-20. This subsector's share has largely remained around 4%
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in the past nine years. The contribution of the sub-sector to overall output has
grown at a high rate of 17.90% in 2014-15 and (-) 3.61% in 2020-21 (AE).
The communications sector is still at a developing stage in the State as inferred by
the teledensity and internet subscriber base. The overall Tele-density of Odisha is
76.46, while the national average is 87.37. Similarly, Internet subscribers per 100
population of the State are 43.95 in comparison to the national average of 55.12. In
Odisha, Wireless Tele-density is 62.25 in rural areas and 137.14 in urban areas. The
share of wireless subscribers is 99.37% whereas the same of wireline is only 0.63%
in the State, which is well comparable to the national average of 98.28% and 1.72%
respectively. Similarly, the Internet subscription per 100 population in rural areas
stands at 34.51 whereas it is 85.98 in the case of urban areas. Thus, there is a
significant urban-rural difference in the state both for Tele-density and Internet
subscriptions. It is also seen that while overall Tele-density and internet
subscription per 100 population in Odisha is lower than the national level, it is
comparable when urban regions are related for both. This implies that in urban
regions, the status of telecom infrastructure is adequate and at par with the national
average. On this backdrop, increasing internet services needs to be focused on in
rural regions in the State.
A survey was conducted by the Department of Telecommunication, Government of
India involving Block Level Officers during 2016-17 for assessing the number of
villages having no connectivity. It was found that out of a total of 51,311 villages in
the State, about 11,000 villages do not have mobile connectivity. Out of this, 10,000
villages come under LWE-affected areas. Special funding is required to set up a
greater number of mobile towers in these uncovered areas for improving the Teledensity in the State.The government of Odisha has notified the Odisha Mobile
Towers, Optical Fibre Cable and Related Telecom Infrastructure Policy, 2017 to
assist the Telecom Service Providers/Infrastructure Providers in obtaining RoW
permission in a given time frame. Telecom Service Providers/Infrastructure
Providers are yet to come forward to install telecom infrastructure in the villages of
Gajapati, Kalahandi, Kandhamal, Malkangiri, Koraput and Rayagada districts of the
State.The matter of low mobile penetration in Odisha has been raised consistently in
various forums such as Eastern Zonal Council and also with the Department of
Telecommunications, Govt. of India. Similarly, to increase the internet penetration
in Odisha, a coordinated effort is required by the various stakeholders involved in
the Bharat Net project.Under LWE Phase-II, on 23.5.2018, the Union Cabinet has
approved to set up of 483 Nos. of Mobile connectivity-based Towers (Voice-2G
+data-4G) in LWE affected 18 districts of Odisha including other LWE affected
States. The projects are in progress.
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3.9

LET US SUM UP

Transportation and communication are fundamental infrastructural requirements for
rapid economic development. Infrastructure adequacy is critical for attracting
investment in the transportation and communication sectors. As a result, the
continuing economic changes place a premium on the development of
transportation and communication infrastructure.Transportation infrastructure
development is also critical for marketing agricultural products and ensuring
farmers receive a fair price. As a result, the State Government has paid considerable
attention to the overall development of the Transportation and Communication
Sector.
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KEYWORDS
Transport:The movement of humans, animals, and goods from one
location to another.
Telecommunication:Telecommunications, also known as telecom, is the
exchange of information over significant distances by electronic means and
refers to all types of voice, data and video transmission.
OSRTC:Odisha State Road Transport Corporation or OSRTC is the stateowned road transport corporation in the eastern Indian state of Odisha.
East Coast Railways:The East Coast Railway is one of the 18 railway
zones of Indian Railways. It came into existence on 1 April 2003. The
headquarters of the zone isin Bhubaneswar.
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3.12
1.
2.
3.
4.

MODEL QUESTIONS
Explain the importance of transport and communication system.
Write a brief note on telecommunication development in Odisha.
Discuss different modes of transport in Odisha.
Write short notes on the followings:
a. OSRTC
b. ECoR
c. RTO
d. BGGY
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